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LEGAL DISCLAIMER 
 

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS MATERIAL (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY MANUALS, CDS, RECORDINGS, MP3S OR OTHER CONTENT IN ANY 
FORMAT) IS BASED ON SOURCES AND INFORMATION REASONABLY BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE AS OF THE TIME IT WAS RECORDED OR CREATED. HOWEVER, THIS 
MATERIAL DEALS WITH TOPICS THAT ARE CONSTANTLY CHANGING AND ARE SUBJECT TO ONGOING CHANGES RELATED TO TECHNOLOGY AND THE MARKETPLACE 
AS WELL AS LEGAL AND RELATED COMPLIANCE ISSUES. THEREFORE, THE COMPLETENESS AND CURRENT ACCURACY OF THE MATERIALS CANNOT BE 
GUARANTEED. 
 
THESE MATERIALS DO NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL, COMPLIANCE, FINANCIAL, TAX, ACCOUNTING, OR RELATED ADVICE. THE END USER OF THIS INFORMATION SHOULD 
THEREFORE USE THE CONTENTS OF THIS PROGRAM AND THE MATERIALS AS A GENERAL GUIDELINE AND NOT AS THE ULTIMATE SOURCE OF CURRENT 
INFORMATION AND WHEN APPROPRIATE THE USER SHOULD CONSULT THEIR OWN LEGAL, ACCOUNTING, TERMS OF SERVICE FOR MENTIONED SERVICES OR OTHER 
ADVISORS. 
 
ANY CASE STUDIES, EXAMPLES, ILLUSTRATIONS ARE NOT INTENDED TO GUARANTEE, OR TO IMPLY THAT THE USER WILL ACHIEVE SIMILAR RESULTS. IN FACT, 
YOUR RESULTS MAY VARY SIGNIFICANTLY AND FACTORS SUCH AS YOUR MARKET, PERSONAL EFFORT AND MANY OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES MAY AND WILL CAUSE 
RESULTS TO VARY. THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS PRODUCT IS SOLD AND PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
OF ANY KIND WHETHER WARRANTIES FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR OTHER WARRANTY EXCEPT AS MAY BE SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN THE MATERIALS OR IN 
THE SITE. IN PARTICULAR, THE SELLER OF THE PRODUCT AND MATERIALS DOES NOT WARRANT THAT ANY OF THE INFORMATION WILL PRODUCE A PARTICULAR 
ECONOMIC RESULT OR THAT IT WILL BE SUCCESSFUL IN CREATING PARTICULAR MARKETING OR SALES RESULTS. THOSE RESULTS ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AS 
THE END USER OF THE PRODUCT. 
 
IN PARTICULAR, SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO USER OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES, OR COSTS, OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO DIRECT OR INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR OTHER COSTS OR DAMAGES, IN EXCESS OF THE PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT OR 
SERVICES. THESE LIMITATIONS MAY BE AFFECTED BY THE LAWS OF PARTICULAR STATES AND JURISDICTIONS AND AS SUCH MAY BE APPLIED IN A DIFFERENT 
MANNER TO A PARTICULAR USER. THE RIGHT TO EVALUATE AND RETURN THIS PRODUCT IS GUARANTEED (PLEASE REFER TO THE TERMS OF THE GUARANTEE). 
 
THEREFORE, IF THE USER DOES NOT AGREE TO ACCEPT THE PRODUCT OR SERVICES ON THESE TERMS, THE USER SHOULD NOT USE THE PRODUCT OR SERVICES. 
INSTEAD, THE PRODUCT AND ALL RELATED MATERIALS SHOULD BE RETURNED IMMEDIATELY TO THE SELLER AND THE USER’S MONEY WILL BE REFUNDED. IF 
THE USER DOES NOT RETURN THE MATERIALS AS PROVIDED UNDER THE GUARANTEE, THE USER WILL BE DEEMED TO HAVE ACCEPTED THE PROVISIONS OF THE 
DISCLAIMER. 

 

EARNINGS DISCLAIMER 
 

ANY INCOME OR EARNINGS STATEMENTS ARE ESTIMATES OF INCOME POTENTIAL ONLY, AND THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT YOUR EARNINGS WILL MATCH THE 
FIGURES WE PRESENT. ANY INCOME OR EARNINGS DEPICTED ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS COMMON, TYPICAL, EXPECTED, OR NORMAL FOR THE AVERAGE 
STUDENT. WE CAN MAKE NO GUARANTEES AS TO YOUR INCOME OR EARNINGS OF ANY KIND, AT ANY TIME. 
 
WHERE SPECIFIC INCOME FIGURES ARE USED, AND ATTRIBUTED TO AN INDIVIDUAL OR BUSINESS, THOSE PERSONS OR BUSINESSES HAVE EARNED THAT AMOUNT. 
BUT, THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT YOUR EARNINGS OR INCOME WILL MATCH THOSE FIGURES, OR THAT YOU WILL MAKE ANY MONEY AT ALL. 
 
ANY AND ALL CLAIMS OR REPRESENTATIONS AS TO INCOME EARNINGS MADE ON OUR WEB SITES OR IN OUR MATERIALS OR INFORMATION ARE NOT TO BE 
CONSIDERED AS AVERAGE EARNINGS. TESTIMONIALS ARE NOT REPRESENTATIVE. THERE CAN BY NO ASSURANCES THAT ANY PRIOR SUCCESSES, OR PAST RESULTS, 
AS TO INCOME EARNINGS, CAN BE USED AS AN INDICATION OF YOUR FUTURE SUCCESS OR RESULTS. 
 
ALL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES OF OUR COMPANY ARE FOR EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. 
 

 

WE DO NOT OFFER LEGAL ADVICE 
 
 
WE ARE NOT LEGAL PROFESSIONALS NOR DO WE OFFER LEGAL ADVICE. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS GUIDE REPRESENTS OUR PERSONAL 
OPINIONS BASED ON RESEARCH WE’VE DONE. 

 

COPYRIGHT 
 

Content copyright protected © - You cannot share, distribute, or resell this material.   
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5 Ways 6 Ways to Get More 
KDP Book Sales!! 

Created & Produced by Stuart Turnbull & Bart Hennin 

Introduction: 

Welcome to your FREE guide!… A GIFT for you for being a loyal 

subscriber to our list! We know a lot of people who publish books on 

Amazon KDP have difficulty getting those initial sales.   

 

ALSO, for people who ARE getting sales, they're looking for ways to 

increase those sales so they can move from a part time side income to 

a FULL-TIME income.  

 

INSIDE this valuable report, we will reveal SIX WAYS you can easily 

increase your KDP book sales. These are all FREE methods and simple 

to do! Don’t let the simplicity of these ideas fool you into thinking they 

are not highly effective! Apply the following consistently and sales will 

come! Let’s get to it! 

 
 

ALERT! We will be releasing a BRAND NEW COURSE in Jan 2022! It 

reveals an easy to do low content book niche that is EXPLODING! See 

DETAILS at the end of this guide! Kick off your new year with a BANG! 
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Method 1.  

Take An Honest Look at Your Book(s) Before Publishing: 

Believe it or not, this is something most authors miss. BEFORE 

publishing any book, whether it be a written book, a low content 

book, or ANY book, what you need to do is take an honest look at 

what you intend to publish. Ask yourself, would you buy this book? 

 

One of the BEST WAYS to ‘test’ the appeal of your book is to get some 

third-party eyes on your manuscript before you actually publish it. 

Feedback from others can often help you avoid shortcomings or 

pitfalls in your book(s) BEFORE you upload and offer them for sale. 

 

These ‘eyeballs’ can come from a variety of places. You can look over 

your books yourself but you can also; 

• Get friends and family to look at your books too  
 

• Get other authors to look at it 
 

• If you are creating your book with a target audience in mind (and 

you should be doing this!), maybe find some people in that 

audience to look at your manuscript too. 
 

For example, A friend of my wife’s is into quilting and, crocheting, and  
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Knitting. If I create a book that targets any of these hobbies, guess 

who gets a first look at it before I publish? 

 

Likewise, my neighbor is a competitive fisherman who enters many 

tournaments through the year. If I create a fishing planner or journal, 

guess who will get to peruse the book before I publish? 

 

But even if you don’t know anyone with the specific interests your 

book(s) cater to, just having anyone take a look can be very helpful!  

 

Often, we are just too close to our books to see them objectively. 

Thus, a 2nd (or 3rd) set of eyes can frequently give us some great ideas 

for improving our book prior to publishing. Of course, we don’t have 

to implement every suggestion we get but it’s always good to have 

some objective feedback! 
 

TIP: Another good place to get honest feedback is from people on your 

email list. What? You don’t have an email list?... See Method 5 below!  
   

Bonus Tip! Another place to get solid opinions, albeit, not on your 

book specifically, is to look at book reviews (good and bad) for 

competing books in your niche to see what people like and value! 
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Method 2.  

Take An Honest Look at Your Book(s) Cover Design: 

The truth is, one of the biggest problems a lot of books have is their 

cover designs. Your book cover is one of the first things that customers 

see when they scroll through items on Amazon. If your cover design 

isn't up to scratch customers will just scroll past it and you won't get 

that all important click that leads to a sale. 

 

For example, I looked up “space coloring book” on amazon and saw 

this… 

 

These are all great covers. They are colorful, attention getting, 

pleasant to look at, and their titles use large fonts that are easy to 

read, even on a small thumbnail book cover image. The only slight 

criticism I might have is with the book cover 2nd from left above, 

“EARTH SPACE COLORING BOOK”… The subtext is hard to read, 
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even on the listing page. 

 

This sub-text should be made larger 

and perhaps bolded so it is readable 

even on a small thumbnail image. 

 

As it is, the only people who will see 

what this smaller print says are 

people that 1) click on the book and 

then 2) click to enlarge the image. 
 

This is unfortunate because this book 

creator has done something clever. They simply downloaded a bunch 

of PUBLIC DOMAIN Nasa images, converted them to colorable 

drawings and had a great book! 

In fact, we have a course, Public Domain Fast Cash, that shows you, 

step by step, where to quickly find 1,000's of valuable public domain 

images and how to flip them for BIG DOLLARS!  

Use Coupon Code: “PDFC2022” for a $10.00 DISCOUNT at checkout!  

(Coupon Expires Jan. 31st 2022) 

More Good News! There are 2 optional upgrades; the 1st shows how to earn 

cash with celebrity images, and the 2nd shows how to earn cash with vintage 

travel posters and high-def astronomy images!  

https://publicdomainfastcash.com/sales/
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Now let’s look at a truly BAD book cover design… 

 

This cover is poor for the following reasons… 

1. The cover art has nothing to do with what’s inside the book! 

2. The font used for the title is difficult to read. 

3. The book’s background color is WHITE so it blends into Amazon’s 

white background instead of popping out. 
 

That last point is important. As a general rule, we don’t want our book 

covers to have white backgrounds as they will just blend into 

Amazon’s website white background and people will tend to skip right 

past these books. If you must have a white background book cover, at 

least put a contrasting color border around it. 
 

TIP: Studying competing book covers in your niche can give you 

inspiration for your own book covers and provide you with good ideas 

for what works and what doesn’t.  
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Method 3.  

Complete Your Amazon “Author Central” Page: 

Once you have a book published on Amazon, you qualify to receive a 

free author page, hosted on Amazon. This is a FREE PAGE where you 

can show off your books and yourself to your potential customers! 

 

Think of your Amazon Author Central page as your own hub on 

Amazon where you can showcase all of your books! 
 

TIP: If you use an author “pen name” for your books, you can (and 

should) use that same pen name on your Author Central page. 

BONUS TIP! Amazon let’s you have up to THREE pen names (and three 

corresponding Author Central pages) on your KDP account. 
   

Below, we’ve provided some handy references for you to help you set 

up this page (don’t worry, it’s simple to do!). NOTE: KEEP IN MIND that 

you must have at least 1 book already published on Amazon before 

you set up this page. 
 

Handy References:  
Amazon’s Author Central Info Page: 
https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/G200644310   
 

Amazon’s Author Central sign-up page: https://authorcentral.amazon.com/ 

An excellent Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xj2t-LgjPPU  

https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/help/topic/G200644310
https://authorcentral.amazon.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xj2t-LgjPPU
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On your Author Central page, you can add your bibliography, a photo 

of yourself (or logo), a biography, your book cover images, videos and 

even the RSS feed from your blog (if you have one) if you like. Here’s 

an example of a coloring book author’s “Author Central page”. 

 

Here are some tips for creating a great ‘author bio’… 
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1.  Create a few short paragraphs about yourself (3-4 paragraphs 
should be all that’s needed). 
 

2. You can go for more paragraphs if you wish but if you do, put all 
of your BEST HIGHLIGHTS in the first 2-4 paragraphs. 
 

3. KEEP your paragraphs short. 
 

4. Don’t make it a “resume” so much as an expression of your 
passion for the types of books you are creating. 
 

5. Look at other author bios for inspiration! 
 

Once your author central page is set up, you have a very nice and 

enticing page to send traffic to from any social media posts you might 

create (see next section). Traffic generated from Pinterest, Instagram, 

Facebook, You Tube, etc. can be used to send people to specific books 

OR to your Amazon author central page! 

 

It’s also a nice link to include in your email signatures. 

 

If you don’t have a website, your Amazon author central page can 

also serve as your “online presence” as a professional book publisher! 

 

Let’s get to our next method for increasing your KDP book sales… 
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Method 4.  

Build Some Off-Site Traffic Sources! 

Once you have some books published with nice book covers and your 

Author Central page set up, you are ready to start building some off-

site traffic sources! 

 

There is a DOUBLE BENEFIT to doing this…  

1) You potentially get additional book sales without having to 

depend on Amazon. 
 

2) As your books make sales, Amazon notices this and will start to 

show your books more often in Amazon search results! 
 

Our favorite places to promote off-site are Pinterest, Instagram, 

Facebook, You Tube. 

 

At first glance, You Tube may seem an unusual place to promote your 

KDP books but bear with me… We’ll have more on this in a moment. 

Meanwhile, let’s look at Pinterest! 

 

Pinterest users are mostly women (but the number of men using 

Pinterest is also growing!). Further, unlike other social media sites, 
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Pinterest has SHOPPERS searching its site! People often search 

Pinterest not only for “ideas” but to find PRODUCTS to buy! 

 

Pinterest is a terrific place to post your books (with links to Amazon). 

In particular, pinning your low content books such as coloring books, 

or planners or journals, etc. are popular on Pinterest and, as such, you 

can generate an appreciable stream of BUYER traffic to your books 

using this site! For example, sticking with our “space coloring books” 

theme of earlier, we see these same (and similar) books are being 

promoted on Pinterest! 
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TIP: It’s usually best to not make every pin (or post) a “promotional” 

post. People also love “ideas, information, and tips”. Offering 3-4 ‘free 

info’ posts with every 5th or 6th post being a ‘promotional’ post seems 

to be a good ratio. This should be applied not only to your Pinterest 

pins but to ALL social media. 

Bonus Tip! Rather than using social media to promote your books 

directly (or in addition to), you can also use your social media posts to 

build an email list of book buyers in your niche! By offering some 

enticing free stuff (free coloring pages, free journal pages, free 

coloring tips, free journaling tips, etc.) in exchange for people’s email 

addresses, you can build a list of buyers you can market to again and 

again! (see next section for more information on this). 

 

There are lots of tutorials and info online about how to use Pinterest 

(as well as Instagram, Facebook, You Tube) to promote your books or 

other items online. Now let’s look at Instagram. 

 

On Instagram, you can not only create your own posts, but you can 

also hook up with other people (influencers) and cross promote. You 

can also buy ‘shout outs’. Shout outs are where influencers post your 

book(s) to their audience. Here is some good info on how to get FREE 

shoutouts on Instagram and Here is some info on getting paid 

shoutouts. 

https://influencermarketinghub.com/shoutout-pages-how-to-get-followers-on-instagram/
https://www.thepainite.com/make-money-instagram-shoutouts/
https://www.thepainite.com/make-money-instagram-shoutouts/
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FYI: A paid shoutout on Instagram from someone with 100,000 

followers can range from $25-$100…Less for less followers, more for 

more followers – Start with getting FREE shoutouts and then try some 

cheap paid shoutouts, gradually increasing these paid amounts to 

larger and larger audiences (as your profits from book sales allow).  

 

Now let’s look at Facebook. With Facebook, there are three (free) 

ways you can generate traffic to your books… 

1) Your own posts 

2) Create a Fan Page (or Group) 

3) Post in other people’s groups (subject to their rules – don’t spam) 
 

There’s lots of info online about how to create a Facebook Fan page 

(or Group page) and it’s simple to do. IN FACT, remember the example 

Author Central page we showed earlier on page 11? Well, this person 

also has a Facebook Fan page which you can see on the following 

page. Here are some helpful info resources to get you started… 
 

How to Create a Facebook Author Page (Fan Page) – Includes a video. 

How to create a Facebook Group Page – From Facebook themselves. 
 

TIP: You can easily promote your Facebook Author Fan page and/or 

Facebook Group page by posting to the other social media platforms 

we discuss here (Pinterest, Instagram, and/or You Tube!).  

https://www.writtenwordmedia.com/how-to-create-a-facebook-author-page/
https://www.facebook.com/help/167970719931213
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If you don’t want to create a Facebook Fan or Group page, you can still 

promote your books for free on Facebook by joining and posting to 

groups! (See Method 6 for more on this promo technique!). 

 

Now let’s take a look at You Tube!  

 

Promoting your books on You Tube might, at first, seem like a stretch 

but it turns out that it's a potential goldmine for getting book sales! 

 

On You Tube, you can do… 

• Tutorial videos (how to color, how to set up a planner, Journaling 

Ideas, etc.) 
 

• Tips & Hints videos (coloring tips, journaling tips, planner tips, 

etc.) 
 

• Book “flip through” videos (planner flip throughs, coloring book 

flip throughs, etc.) 
 

• “With Me” videos (color with me, planner with me, journal with 

me, etc.) 

 

That LAST category of low content book videos is very popular! 
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Just look at the number of video views for “planner with me” videos! 

 

And look at the views for “color with me” videos! 
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Again, there is lots of info online about how to produce You Tube 

videos!... Let’s get to our next method! 
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Method 5.  

Capture Emails - This Is Your Only True Asset!! 

If you’ve gotten this far, you realize now that there are lots of 

opportunities for “cross promotion”. Your You Tube videos could 

promote your books AND your Facebook Group page AND your 

Facebook Fan page AND your Instagram. Your Facebook pages could 

promote your books, your Instagram, and your You Tube videos! Your 

Pinterest pins could promote EVERYTHING! 

 

With all this potential for cross promotion, and gaining followers and 

fans via these social sites, you should also be building an email list. 

 

An email list provides you with a group of people you can market to 

for life! It removes your dependence on Amazon to bring you 

customers. 

 

An email list is ALSO your 1 BEST ASSET and the ONLY TRUE online 

asset you have. 

 

Ask yourself this…. Suppose you spent the last twelve months building 

a 6-figure annual income on Amazon KDP? And then, what if Amazon 

KDP (rightfully or wrongfully) shut you down?! 
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IF YOU ALSO SPENT those months building an email list of people 

interested in your books, you’d still have a viable business! (going to 

other book selling platforms and/or Etsy for example). 

 

Starting an email list is not as daunting as it may seem. You don’t need 

a website. Most every autoresponder service will host your email opt-

in pages FREE and are set up so you can create these pages with no 

technical skills. 

 

Further, you need not spend any money to get yourself set up! We use 

and recommend Aweber which is FREE for your first 500 subscribers.  

 

You can offer a free gift as an enticement for people to sign up to your 

list (free sampling of pages from your books, Free tutorials & tips, etc.). 

 

Just be sure to keep your email list subscribers “engaged” by emailing 

them often and don’t make every email a ‘promotional’ email. Offer 

your subscribers free stuff they would like too! Finally, don’t be afraid 

to show some personality. People will stay on your list because they 

like YOU (as well as your books and your free tips). 

 

http://www.aweber.com/?id=291989
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Method 6.  

Join FB (and other) groups & interact (don't spam!!) 

For this final method of increasing your KDP book sales, what you 

want to do is join groups of people in your niche (Facebook groups, 

Reddit groups, Forum 

groups, etc.).  

 

For example, sticking 

with our “coloring 

book” theme, I went to 

Facebook and searched 

“coloring book groups”.  

→ → 

Look at all those 

groups! 50K members, 

3.4K members, 4.6K, 

13K, etc. 

 

Some groups allow you 

to promote your books 

directly and others 

only allow non-
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promotional posts but either way, even giving away FREE book pages 

(to build a list) can potentially bring you lots of buyers and lots of 

email subscribers! And, you can find “groups” for virtually any type of 

low content book! 

 

For example, I also searched “journaling book groups” on Facebook 

and got this…  Just look! 

… 8.1K members, 49K 

members, 1.5K, 3.7K, 

44K, etc. etc.! 

 

Finding, joining, and then 

engaging with groups in 

your niche is a terrific 

way to build a following 

of BUYERS for your 

books. 

 

If you provide useful 

advice, resources, tips and even tutorials for people in these groups, 

they will grow to love you…and your books! 
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Surprise BONUS Method!   

Promote Your Books from Your Actual Books! 

The easiest person to get a sale from is someone who just bought from 

you! As such, we should always be using our own books to promote 

our other books! (as well as our social media pages, email sign up 

offers, etc.). For example, take a look at the following… 

 

When we click on the “Look Inside” feature and scroll down, we see 

the following page… 
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This author lists the ISBNs to her other coloring books. This is an 

example of using your book to promote your other books! 
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Now we can do better… Depending on your customers to correctly 

“type in” a long ISBN number on Amazon to get to your other books is 

a longshot (and many customers don’t even realize they can search 

books on Amazon in this way).  

 

A ‘call to action’ such as “Go to this link to complete your collection! ” 

with a link to your Amazon Author Central page might work better.  

TIP: You could go one step further and buy a domain name and 

forward it to your Amazon Author page. “Kimsbooks.com” is easier to 

type and remember than “https://www.amazon.com/Coloring-Book-

Kim/e/B082FP3GDW/”. 
 

Let’s look at a better example… 
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Looking inside this book, we see these pages… 

 

This author’s book includes links (via scannable QR codes) to their 

social media, website AND email opt-in page!  

TIP: Another clever thing this author has done is make their promo 

pages visible right inside the ‘look inside’ feature. Thus, even people 

who DON’T buy the book can still get on this author’s email list!  

Bonus Tip! You can also get MORE BOOK REVIEWS by asking for them 

inside your book(s)! 
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Books with reviews get a search boost from Amazon. ALSO, people are 

much more willing to buy books with reviews over those without. 
 

SIDE NOTE: If you want to know how to add QR Codes to your books, 

and/or how to get lots of reviews, we have a course on exactly how to 

do this!.. Just click here now to check it out!  

(There are NO upsells on this one either!).  
 

Use Coupon Code: “QR2022” for a $20.00 DISCOUNT at checkout!  

(Coupon Expires Jan. 31st 2022) 

 

And there you have it!... You now know how use your PUBLISHED KDP 

books to… 

• Get more book sales 

• Get email sign ups 

• Promote your social media 

• Promote your website, blog, Facebook group or Fan page 

• Promote your Amazon Author Central page 
 

And 
 

• Get more book reviews! 

 

https://stuart-turnbull.com/japanesetechnologyrevolutionizeslowcontentpublishing-sales/
https://stuart-turnbull.com/japanesetechnologyrevolutionizeslowcontentpublishing-sales/
https://stuart-turnbull.com/japanesetechnologyrevolutionizeslowcontentpublishing-sales/
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Conclusion: 

Well, there’s not much more to say… You now have 7 ways to increase 

your KDP book sales! 

 

Happy publishing! 

Stuart & Bart 

ALERT! We will be releasing a BRAND NEW COURSE in Jan 2022! It 

reveals an easy to do low content book niche that is EXPLODING!    

Kick off your new year with a BANG! 

The course is called… 

The Color of Money!          
Secret Coloring Book Niche REVEALED!  

These Books Are in HUGE DEMAND! 
 

People are earning upwards of  

$3,795.25+ a Month for 1 SINGLE Book! 
And they are so EASY to Create!  

 

(Watch for our coming emails in the new year!) 


